Abstract—Cloning attacks threaten Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) applications but are hard to prevent. Existing cloning attack detection methods are enslaved to the knowledge of tag identifiers (IDs). Tag IDs, however, should be protected to enable and secure privacy-sensitive applications in anonymous RFID systems. In a first step, this paper tackles cloning attack detection in anonymous RFID systems without requiring tag IDs as a priori. To this end, we leverage unreconciled collisions to uncover cloning attacks. An unreconciled collision is probably due to responses from multiple tags with the same ID, exactly the evidence of cloning attacks. This insight inspires GREAT, our pioneer protocol for cloning attack detection in anonymous RFID systems. We evaluate the performance of GREAT through theoretical analysis and extensive simulations. The results show that GREAT can detect cloning attacks in anonymous RFID systems fairly fast with required accuracy. For example, when only six out of 50,000 tags are cloned, GREAT can detect the cloning attack in 75.5 seconds with probability at least 0.99.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloning attacks threaten Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) applications but existing cloning attack detection methods are enslaved to the knowledge of tag identifiers (IDs). In a cloning attack, an attacker compromises genuine tags and produces their replicas (cloned tags) [1]. Holding replicated information of compromised tags, cloned tags behave exactly the same as genuine tags [1]. Cloning attacks thus threaten many RFID applications that use the genuineness of tags to validate the quality or authenticity of tagged objects. For example, carrying cloned tags, products in an RFID-enabled supply chain lead to financial losses [2], healthcare facilities in RFID-aided hospitals jeopardize personal safety [3], while RFID-incorporated passport cards or driver licenses [4], and military strength in RFID-enabled weapon tracking systems [14], [15]. Requiring the awareness of tag IDs, existing cloning attack detection methods are therefore not applicable in anonymous RFID systems.

Forget about seemingly better intuitions. Before we introduce our method to cloning attack detection in anonymous RFID systems, let us first walk through some intuitive approaches and shake off the reverie in which they seem to be better.

Prevention? Only if we could. Of course, if we could prevent tags from being cloned, we would not bother to detect cloning attacks at all. A disappointing fact is, however, that no prevention scheme claims to completely defeat cloning attacks yet [11]. Most existing prevention protocols use cryptography and encryption to make tags hard to clone [16], [17], [18]. Apart from possible failures [11], they require additional hardware resources and key management strategies [19], which are hardly affordable to low-cost tags that cannot support any operation beyond hashes [20]. A more promising prevention scheme resorts to unclonable physical architecture of tags [21]. However, even if tags armed with cloning-resistant architectures arrive in the near future, it is still not practical either to replace off-the-shelf tags with cloning-resistant tags or to recall them for upgrade—already 1.3 billion tags were in the market in 2005, and even 33 billion were expected in 2010 [22]. All the preceding concerns raised by cloning attack prevention necessitate cloning attack detection.

Authentication? No. Since cloned tags are not genuine tags after all, some may resort to tag authentication. Authentication is a sharp weapon against counterfeit tags that carry valid IDs but forged keys [1], [23], [24], [25]. Different from counterfeit tags, cloned tags hold not only valid IDs but also valid keys. Cloned tags, therefore, can pass authentication as can genuine tags.

Tag cardinality estimation? No. Since cloning attacks make the number of tags (tag cardinality) exceed the number of
IDs (ID cardinality), some may suggest first estimating tag cardinality and then leveraging the difference between those two cardinalities. If the difference exceeds a certain threshold, chances are that cloned tags exist. But adopting the suggestion faces two major hindrances, the privacy of ID cardinality and the accuracy of tag cardinality estimation. First, ID cardinality is probably as privacy-sensitive as tag IDs in anonymous RFID systems. Consider, for example, a military anonymous RFID system that tracks weapons such as firearms and shells [14], [15]. In such a system, tag IDs may reveal categories and models of tagged weapons, and ID cardinality indicates exactly how many weapons therein. To avoid exposing military strength through tag IDs and ID cardinality, both of them should be protected in the considered system.

Second, even if ID cardinality is known, we still cannot simply rely on the difference between it and tag cardinality estimation. Considering inaccuracy of tag cardinality estimation protocols, we sometimes cannot determine that the difference is due to cloning attacks or tag cardinality estimation error. Even worse, when cloned tags exist, tag cardinality estimation protocols may encounter large estimation errors [26], [27], [28], [29], [30]. They estimate tag cardinality using the distribution of the number of tag responses in a frame of time slots. But this distribution is likely to be disturbed by responses from cloned tags and thus to induce a large estimation error.

Our approach and contributions. We propose leveraging unreconciled collisions for cloning attack detection in anonymous RFID systems. An unreconciled collision cannot be reconciled through arbitrating channel access among tags whose responses cause the collision. The motivation for leveraging unreconciled collisions lies in how RFID tags compete for channel access. In an RFID system, tags decide when to respond according to the value of their IDs [5], [6]. In other words, multiple tags with the same ID simultaneously respond to a query message and thus induce an unreconciled collision.

Since multiple tags having the same ID is exactly the evidence of cloning attacks, we can leverage unreconciled collisions to uncover cloning attacks yet not require the knowledge of tag IDs.

Taking the first step toward cloning attack detection in anonymous RFID systems, the paper makes the following contributions:

- Leverage unreconciled collisions to uncover cloning attacks without requiring tag IDs as a priori. This countermeasure against cloning attacks can enable and secure privacy-sensitive applications in anonymous RFID systems.
- Propose GREAT, a pioneer protocol leveraging unreconciled collisions for cloning attack detection in anonymous RFID systems.
- Analyze theoretically GREAT’s detection accuracy and execution time. The analysis results can guide protocol configuration for satisfying required detection accuracy.
- Validate the performance of GREAT through extensive simulations. The results show that GREAT can detect cloning attacks in anonymous RFID systems fairly fast with required accuracy. When, for example, six cloned IDs hide among up to 50,000 tag IDs, GREAT can detect the cloning attack in only 75.5 seconds with probability at least 0.99.

Paper organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II defines the problem of cloning attack detection in anonymous RFID systems. Section III provides an overview of our method. Section IV presents protocol design and theoretical analysis. Section V reports simulation results. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and indicates future work.

II. SYSTEM AND PROBLEM

We consider an anonymous RFID system that consists of a reader and many tags. The reader can communicate with all tags. Normally a tag attached to an object has a unique ID. Tag IDs may directly reveal private information of tagged objects or indirectly link to such information stored on a backend server. To satisfy privacy-sensitive applications, the anonymous RFID system should strictly control granting the reader access to the server and transmitting tag IDs (encrypted or not) between the reader and tags. We are concerned with cloning attacks in which an attacker clones genuine tags and attaches cloned tags to objects with questionable authenticity [1]. Using only the genuineness of tags to validate the authenticity of tagged objects, we cannot distinguish objects attached with genuine tags from objects attached with cloned tags. The problem is therefore to detect whether cloned tags exist in an anonymous RFID system. An implicit constraint we would like to emphasize here is that, to participate in system operations, all tags reside in the communication region of the reader. This applies to also cloned tags if any; otherwise, they may fail the cloning attack.

We formulate the problem using a probabilistic model: If the number of cloned IDs exceeds a given tolerance number, detect the cloning attack with a probability no less than a given detection accuracy. A cloned ID corresponds to a genuine tag and some cloned tag(s). Both tolerance number and detection accuracy are set according to application requirements. By the intrinsic property of probabilistic methods, a higher tolerance number and a lower detection accuracy yield faster detection with less certainty. With detection accuracy and tolerance number set to 1 and 0, respectively, the problem is specialized to deterministic detection of the cloning attack.

We do not assume the knowledge of tag IDs or of their cardinality. As we discussed, both tag IDs and their cardinality may induce privacy leakage. To best support privacy-sensitive RFID applications, we do not allow our cloning attack detection method to collect tag IDs or to gain access to them on the backend server. We assume that the reader and tags communicate using a power level high enough to drown background noise; error correction coding against channel errors [31] is beyond the scope of this paper. (As we will show at the end of Section IV-C, channel errors may induce false positives to cloning attack detection. A feasible countermeasure against false positives is also investigated therein.) We consider a general scenario where a reader can communicate with all tags in an anonymous RFID system using a single channel [11], [26], [32]. Adaptation of our cloning attack detection
method to scenarios with multiple readers, multiple channels, or multiple subsystems for accommodating all tags is left for future work.

III. METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW

In this section, we provide an overview of cloning attack detection using unreconciled collisions in anonymous RFID systems. We first discuss the motivation of unreconciled collisions by lessons from cloning attack detection in identifiable RFID systems. We then discuss how to explore unreconciled collisions for uncovering cloning attacks in anonymous RFID systems.

A. Lessons from Identifiable RFID Systems

We start exploring the methodology by a warmup of cloning attack detection in identifiable RFID systems. Figure 1(a) illustrates a cloning attack instance with ten tags including five genuine tags (i.e., icons with symbol $i$) and five cloned tags (i.e., icons with question mark). For ease of presentation, we assign tag IDs 1 through 5. (But we do not assume that, given $n$ genuine tags, tag IDs simply range from 1 to $n$.) Cloned IDs 1, 2, and 4 correspond to two, one, and two cloned tags, respectively. We will discuss two ideas of detecting the cloning attack, through identification and through polling. To visualize the ideas, we transform the cloning attack detection problem into the ball drawing game [33] as in Figures 1(b) and (c).

1) Detection through identification: The intuition is that we can identify tags and detect the cloning attack if a tag has the same ID as that of an identified tag. Figure 1(b) models this intuition by the ball drawing game, in which we map each tag to a ball and assign a unique color to balls mapped from tags with the same ID. The goal is to draw two balls in the same color without replacement. Observing Figure 1(b), we can infer that it is more likely to achieve the goal when many balls are in the same color than to achieve it when otherwise. However, since it is not practical to identify tags in anonymous RFID systems [12], [13], we in this game can hardly find any clues to detecting anonymous cloned tags.

2) Detection through polling: The intuition is that, if we know tag IDs in advance, we can verify whether one or more tags correspond to the same ID through polling. Figure 1(c) models a straightforward implementation of the intuition by the ball drawing game, in which we map each ID to a ball and assign type $i$ color to the ball whose associated ID corresponds to $i$ tags (we call this initial coloring). The goal is therefore to draw a ball not in type 1 color without replacement. Initial coloring, however, faces a dilemma: It requires in advance the number of cloned tags corresponding to each ID while those numbers are yet to obtain. Fortunately, we can escape from the dilemma by leveraging wireless broadcast. As each ID is mapped to a ball, drawing a ball is identical to a reader broadcasting a query message containing the ball’s associated ID. Upon receiving the query message, a tag responds to the reader if its ID is identical to the contained one. The reader then verifies whether one or more tags respond if it receives an intact response or a collided one, respectively. The latter case reveals that multiple tags have the same ID and thus the reader detects the cloning attack. We thus refine initial coloring to simplified coloring with only two types of colors in Figure 1(c)—Type 1 color for an ID corresponding to only one tag and type 2 color for an ID corresponding to multiple tags. The goal is still to draw a ball not in type 1 color without replacement; we can achieve it by leveraging wireless broadcast and response states (i.e., collision or non-collision).

So what can we learn from polling-based cloning attack detection? Being optimistic, we could expect tag information (e.g., IDs and keys stored on a backend server) to be known also in an anonymous RFID system. Then we can simply apply polling-based detection. A likely modification is encrypting the broadcast IDs, which are usually protected in anonymous systems. But being realistic, we have to prepare for no access to registered tag information. This concern is necessary because any granted access to them risks potential privacy leakage [12]. Such privacy leakage occurs when, for example, encrypted IDs are eavesdropped and decrypted [1], or the detection protocol is manipulated [34]. The challenge is therefore to detect cloning attacks among anonymous tags without knowing their IDs. Borrowing ideas from polling-based detection, if we could verify that whether a collision is caused by responses from tags with the same ID even if the ID is unknown, we can still detect cloning attacks. We will shortly illustrate this idea and how we leverage it for cloning attack detection in anonymous RFID systems.
B. Unreconciled Collisions in Anonymous RFID Systems

To implement the preceding idea, we expect tags to decide when to respond according to their IDs such that tags with the same ID always simultaneously respond. Tags with different IDs could, however, respond either simultaneously or asynchronously. If tags with different IDs respond simultaneously and cause a collision, we are likely to reconcile the collision by further arbitrating access to the channel among them. On the other hand, if a collision is due to responses from tags with the same ID, it is hard to reconcile. We refer to a collision that cannot be reconciled through arbitrating channel access among tags whose responses cause the collision as an unreconciled collision. Intuitively, an unreconciled collision is probably caused by a genuine tag and its cloned peer(s), that is, multiple tags with the same ID. Unreconciled collisions, therefore, enable us to uncover cloning attacks in anonymous RFID systems.

Making tags decide when to respond according to their IDs, we do not have to know the IDs in advance. Take, for example, a simple injection from a tag’s ID to the index of the time slot in which the tag responds. Surely this straightforward injection is not desirable due to privacy leakage. Overhearing whether there is any response in each time slot, an attacker can easily infer tag IDs. Moreover, the injection method may take an unacceptable long time. Consider a general system configuration with 96-bit IDs, a 10-bit string with CRC embedded for verifying a collision, and 25 as for transmitting a single bit [5], [6]. Under such configuration, the injection method takes about \( \frac{25 \times 10^6 \times 2^{96}}{3600 \times 10^9} \) (year), which is over 0.6 billion billion years!

Collision arbitration protocols are well-investigated for arbitrating channel access among tags [35], [36]. Such protocols are initially used to improve time efficiency of tag identification, which collects tag IDs without them being known in advance. Now we wonder that collision arbitration protocols may adapt to cloning attack detection in anonymous RFID systems. To answer this conjecture, we will continue to review collision arbitration protocols and discuss which of them is of our interest.

C. Choice of Collision Arbitration Protocol

We briefly review two typical categories of collision arbitration protocols, framed Aloha [35] and tree traversal [36]. In framed Aloha, a reader creates a query frame with a number of time slots. The number of time slots within a query frame is usually called frame size. The reader then broadcasts the frame size and also a random seed. Using a hash function of the frame size, the random seed, and its ID, a tag decides the index of the time slot in which it sends a response. A time slot chosen by no tag, only one tag, or multiple tags is known as an empty slot, a singleton slot, or a collision slot [26]. Only in singleton slots can a reader correctly receive tag responses. In tree traversal, to collect l-bit tag IDs, a reader first creates a binary tree of height \( l \) and with each l-bit string mapped to a leaf. The reader then collects tag IDs through traversing the binary tree in a depth-first order. Specifically, the reader broadcasts the bit string corresponding to the current time slot to the response. If there is no response, the reader can correctly receive the response. Otherwise, the reader continues to collect tag IDs by broadcasting the bit string of the current tree node’s child.

Adapting collision arbitration protocols to cloning attack detection in anonymous RFID systems, we choose framed Aloha over tree traversal. The reason for this choice is that tree traversal is susceptible to leaking a section of a tag ID or even an entire one. Overhearing the string \( s \) broadcast by a reader, an attacker can easily infer that at least one tag ID is prefixed with \( s \) after it overhears any response. Consider again the aforementioned RFID-enabled weapon tracking system [14], [15]. A section of the tag ID, say \( s \), may reveal weapon information (e.g., category and model) and thus expose military strength. When \( s \) is of length \( l-1 \), the attacker can even infer that either \( s0 \) or \( s1 \) must be a tag ID if there is only one response, or both if a collision occurs. Such leakages are, of course, against the purpose of privacy-sensitive applications in anonymous RFID systems [12], [13]. In framed Aloha, the attacker, however, can hardly infer a tag’s ID using the hash result [37], that is, the index of the time slot in which the tag responds.

D. Illustrative Example of Unreconciled Collisions

Having walked through the basics of unreconciled collisions and the choice of collision arbitration protocols for exploring unreconciled collisions, we now provide the big picture of how unreconciled collisions uncover cloning attacks in anonymous RFID systems. Figure 2 illustrates a sample of six tags with IDs \( id1 \) through \( id5 \), among which \( id4 \) associates with two tags (i.e., a genuine tag and its cloned peer). For better illustration of unreconciled collisions, we deliberately make the ID of each tag explicit. In the first frame with frame size \( f \) and random seed \( r \), a tag responds in a time slot with index decided by hash function \( h(f, r, ID) \). Tags with \( id1 \) and \( id5 \) respond in two distinct singleton slots, while tags with \( id2 \) and \( id3 \) respond in the first collision slot and tags with \( id4 \) in the second collision slot. To reconcile the first collision, we let tags that responded in this slot (i.e., tags with \( id2 \) and \( id3 \)) respond in the second frame with frame size \( f1 \) and random seed \( r1 \). We successfully reconcile the first collision because no collision occurs in the second frame. It is, however, not hard to imagine that the second collision is unreconciled: Tags with the same ID \( id4 \) will still choose the same time slot to
respond in the third frame with frame size $f_2$ and random seed $r_2$, causing a collision again.

But, of course, scenarios in anonymous RFID systems are a different story from the example in Figure 2—as we discussed, we are not aware of the IDs of anonymous tags in advance. Without knowing tag IDs, we can ensure only that a successfully reconciled collision is due to responses from genuine tags, whereas we cannot ensure that an unreconciled collision is due to responses from multiple tags with the same ID. So the challenge is to infer the probability of an unreconciled collision being caused by responses from multiple tags with the same ID, the very evidence of a cloning attack. We next delve into leveraging unreconciled collisions to detect cloning attacks with high probability in anonymous RFID systems.

IV. GREAT: Greedy Collision-Slot-Reframing Detection Protocol

In this section, we propose the Greedy collision-slot-Reframing Detection protocol (GREAT) against cloning attacks in anonymous RFID systems. GREAT reframes collision slots to find unreconciled collisions and thus to detect cloning attacks. We will also theoretically analyze GREAT’s detection accuracy and execution time.

A. GREAT Design

GREAT detects a cloning attack in an anonymous RFID system if an unreconciled collision occurs. To find an unreconciled collision, GREAT reconciles collisions in a greedy manner: After reconciling a collision, if both some singleton slot(s) and some collision slot(s) show up, GREAT continues to reconcile the newly shown collision(s). GREAT reconciles collisions through collision slot reframing, an adaptation of framed Aloha. As will be detailed shortly, to reframe a collision slot, GREAT requires tags chose the slot to further respond in a new frame, as in Figure 2. In the new frame, if only one slot is collision and the others are empty, GREAT finds an unreconciled collision and therefore detects a cloning attack.

During collision slot reframing, a challenge arises in a new frame when the first non-empty slot is collision: How can we decide whether or not to reframe the collision slot? We should reframe the collision slot if it is followed by some non-empty slot(s). We need not reframe the collision slot if it is followed by only some empty slot(s) or by no slot, because in both cases the collision slot exposes an unreconciled collision. To address the challenge, we quickly determine the number of non-empty slots in the new frame using 1-bit responses. If the new frame contains only one non-empty slot, it will contain only one collision slot under 10-bit responses, exactly the condition for an unreconciled collision. If the new frame contains multiple non-empty slots, we decide to reframe the collision slot under concern.

We now detail the GREAT design. The reader first broadcasts a query message containing the frame size $f$ and a random seed $r$. Upon receiving the query message, a tag responds in the time slot with index $h(f, r, ID)$. The hash function $h(\cdot)$ implemented on tags enables a tag to choose in which time slot to respond uniformly at random [5], [6], [26]. The response is a 10-bit string with CRC embedded for the reader to verify collisions [6]. After verifying an empty slot or a singleton slot, the reader issues a slot end command to trigger the next time slot. After verifying a collision slot, the reader reframes the collision slot with a new frame size $f_r$ (reframing size) and a new random seed $r_r$, requiring 1-bit responses for quickly counting the number of non-empty slots. If the new frame contains only one non-empty slot, GREAT finds an unreconciled collision, detects a cloning attack, and terminates. Otherwise, once the reader verifies the second non-empty slot, it reframes the collision slot again with $f_r$ and $r_r$, requiring 10-bit responses. Then the reader greedily reframes a collision slot whenever it verifies one. After verifying all non-empty slots (and reframing collision slots if any) in an $f_r$-slotted frame, the reader traces back to the collision slot it just frames, and issues a slot end command to trigger the following time slot.

For ease of understanding the GREAT design, Figure 3 illustrates a GREAT execution instance. After verifying the first collision slot in the $f$-slotted frame, the reader reframes it with $f_1 = f_1$ and $r_r = r_1$, requiring 1-bit responses. After verifying the second non-empty slot in the $f_1$-slotted frame, the reader again reframes the collision slot with $f_1$ and $r_1$, but requiring 10-bit responses. Using another frame with $f_r = f_2$ and $r_r = r_2$ to successfully reconcile the collision, the reader traces back to the first collision slot in the $f$-slotted frame, issues a slot end command, and continues to verify remaining slots. Similarly, the reader reframes the second collision slot in the $f$-slotted frame with $f_r = f_3$ and $r_r = r_3$ and reframes the first collision slot in the $f_3$-slotted frame with $f_r = f_4$ and $r_r = r_4$. Since only one non-empty slot shows up in the $f_4$-slotted frame, GREAT finds an unreconciled collision and detects the cloning attack.

B. False Negative Rate

We analyze the maximum number $s_{\text{max}}$ of slots in the $f$-slotted frame that GREAT needs to verify (and to reframe if
any collision slot) to satisfy a false negative rate $\alpha$. Note that in what follows, the analysis reckons hash values of tag IDs as following a uniform distribution, as considered in established literature (e.g., references [12], [26], [27], [28], [30], [32], to name a few). More specifically, a tag ID has the same probability of being hashed into each time slot in a frame.

**Lemma 1:** Given the frame size $f$, the tolerance number $m$ of cloned IDs, when GREAT verifies up to $s$ slots in the $f$-slotted frame, the false negative rate $P_{fn}(f, m, s)$ is upper bounded as the following:

$$P_{fn}(f, m, s) \leq (1 - \frac{f}{s})^{m+1}. \quad (1)$$

**Proof:** Since GREAT detects cloning attacks through greedy collision-slot reframing, GREAT can find an unreconciled collision and detect the cloning attack if at least one cloned tag responds in the $s$ slots. A false negative occurs when all cloned tags respond in the last $f - s$ slots. Let $m'$, where $m' > m$, denote the number of cloned IDs. The false negative rate $P_{fn}(f, m, s)$ can be defined as

$$P_{fn}(f, m, s) = (1 - \frac{f}{s})^{m'} = (1 - \frac{f}{s})^{m}. \quad (2)$$

Given certain $f$ and $s$, $P_{fn}(f, m, s)$ in Equation 2 is a monotonically decreasing function of $m$. Because $m' = m + 1$ is the first integer that satisfies $m' > m$, we have

$$P_{fn}(f, m, s) = (1 - \frac{f}{s})^{m'} \leq (1 - \frac{f}{s})^{m+1},$$

using the monotonicity of $P_{fn}(f, m, s)$.

**Theorem 1:** Given the frame size $f$, the tolerance number $m$ of cloned IDs, the maximum number $s_{max}$ of slots in the $f$-slotted frame GREAT verifies to satisfy a false negative $\alpha$ is as the following:

$$s_{max} = \lceil(1 - \alpha \frac{m+1}{f})f\rceil. \quad (3)$$

**Proof:** By Equation 2, the false negative rate $P_{fn}(f, m, s)$ is a monotonically decreasing function of $s$. To minimize the execution time, GREAT should terminate right after it verifies the $s$th slot where $P_{fn}(f, m, s) \leq \alpha$, that is,

$$s_{max} = \min\{s \mid P_{fn}(f, m, s) \leq \alpha\}. \quad (3)$$

By Lemma 1, $P_{fn}(f, m, s)$ is upper bounded. To satisfy $P_{fn}(f, m, s) \leq \alpha$, we must satisfy that the upper bound of $P_{fn}(f, m, s)$ is less than or equal to $\alpha$. By plugging the upper bound in Formula 1 into Equation 3, we thus have

$$s_{max} = \min\{s \mid (1 - \frac{f}{s})^{m+1} \leq \alpha\}$$

$$= \min\{s \mid s \geq (1 - \alpha \frac{m+1}{f})f\}$$

$$= \lceil(1 - \alpha \frac{m+1}{f})f\rceil.$$

**C. False Positive Rate**

We now analyze the minimum reframing size $f_{min}$ that GREAT uses for collision slot reframing to satisfy a false positive rate $\beta$.

**Lemma 2:** Given an unreconciled collision reframed by GREAT with an $f$-slotted frame, the false positive rate $P_{fp}(f_i)$ is upper bounded as the following:

$$P_{fp}(f_i) \leq \frac{1}{f_i^2}. \quad (4)$$

**Proof:** Let $n_c$ denote the number of the IDs of tags that cause the unreconciled collision. When $n_c = 1$, the unreconciled collision is due to responses from a genuine tag and its cloned peer(s), inducing no false positives. A false positive, however, occurs when $n_c \geq 2$ and all $n_c$ IDs fall into the same slot in the $f_i$-slotted frame. The false positive rate $P_{fp}(f_i)$ thus can be defined as

$$P_{fp}(f_i) = \sum_{i=0}^{f_i-1} \frac{1}{f_i^{f_i}} = \frac{1}{f_i^{r_p}}. \quad (5)$$

Given a certain $f_i$, $P_{fp}(f_i)$ in Equation 5 is a monotonically decreasing function of $n_c$. Because $n_c = 2$ is the first integer that satisfies $n_c \geq 2$, we have

$$P_{fp}(f_i) = \frac{1}{f_i^{r_p}} \leq \frac{1}{f_1^{r_p}},$$

using the monotonicity of $P_{fp}(f_i)$.

**Theorem 2:** Given an unreconciled collision, the minimum reframing size $f_{min}$ for GREAT to satisfy a false positive rate $\beta$ is as the following:

$$f_{min} = \lceil[\beta^{-\frac{1}{2}}]\rceil. \quad (6)$$

**Proof:** By Equation 5, the false positive rate $P_{fp}(f_i)$ is a monotonically decreasing function of $f_i$. To minimize the time for reframing a collision slot, GREAT should set the minimum $f_i$ that satisfies $P_{fp}(f_i) \leq \beta$, that is,

$$f_{min} = \min\{f_i \mid P_{fp}(f_i) \leq \beta\}. \quad (6)$$

By Lemma 2, $P_{fp}(f_i)$ is upper bounded. To satisfy $P_{fp}(f_i) \leq \beta$, we must satisfy that the upper bound of $P_{fp}(f_i)$ is less than or equal to $\beta$. By plugging the upper bound in Formula 4 into Equation 6, we thus have

$$f_{min} = \min\{f_i \mid \frac{1}{f_i^2} \leq \beta\}$$

$$= \min\{f_i \mid f_i \geq \beta^{-\frac{1}{2}}\}$$

$$= \lceil[\beta^{-\frac{1}{2}}]\rceil.$$

**Corollary 1:** Given an unreconciled collision reframed by GREAT with an $f_i$-slotted frame, $f_{min} = 2$ is the minimum $f_i$ to satisfy that the probability of a cloning attack is greater than the probability of a false positive.

**Proof:** Given the false positive rate $P_{fp}(f_i)$, the probability that the unreconciled collision is due to a cloning attack is $1 - P_{fp}(f_i)$. By Lemma 2, $P_{fp}(f_i)$ is upper bounded. $1 - P_{fp}(f_i)$ is, therefore, lower bounded. To guarantee that $(1 - P_{fp}(f_i)) > P_{fp}(f_i)$, we derive $f_{min}$ as follows:

$$f_{min} = \min\{f_i \mid \min(1 - P_{fp}(f_i)) > \max(P_{fp}(f_i))\}$$

$$= \min\{f_i \mid 1 - \frac{1}{f_i^2} > \frac{1}{f_i^2}\}$$

$$= \min\{f_i \mid f_i > \sqrt{2}\}$$

$$= 2.$$

Post-detection operations, such as cloned-tag identification, can eliminate false positives. Following cloning attack detection, cloned-tag identification aims to identify all cloned IDs and thus to identify cloned tags with certainty. Toward
therein, we can derive that D. Detection Accuracy

channel errors or noises turn an intact response in a singleton to channel errors or noises. Such false positives occur when cloned-tag identification can also combat false positives due to the time to detect a collision slot. Note that the above discussed cloned-tag identification can also combat false positives due to channel errors or noises. Such false positives occur when channel errors or noises turn an intact response in a singleton slot into a collided one.

D. Detection Accuracy

We now analyze the detection accuracy measured by the probability of detecting an existing cloning attack.

Theorem 3: Given an f-slotted frame and the tolerance number m of cloned IDs, when GREAT detects an existing cloning attack by verifying the first s slots and reframing collision slots with the reframing size f, the detection accuracy $P_d(f, m, s, f)$ is lower bounded as the following:

$$P_d(f, m, s, f) \geq 1 - (1 - \frac{s}{f})^{m+1} + P'_d(f, m, s, f),$$

where $0 < P'_d(f, m, s, f) \leq (1 - \frac{f}{s})^{m+1} \frac{1}{f^2}$.

Proof: GREAT can detect an existing cloning attack in two cases. First, if at least one cloned ID corresponds to responses in the first s slots, GREAT can find an unreconciled collision and detect the cloning attack. The first case, therefore, occurs when no false negative occurs. Second, if no cloned ID corresponds to responses in the first s slots, GREAT can also find an unreconciled collision due to a false positive and thus detect the cloning attack. Combining detection probability in these two cases, we have

$$P_d(f, m, s, f) = (1 - P_in(f, m, s)) \cdot 1 + P_in(f, m, s) \cdot P_{fp}(f),$$

$P_in(f, m, s)$ and $P_{fp}(f)$ as in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, respectively, are both upper bounded. Using the upper bounds therein, we can derive that

$$1 - P_in(f, m, s) \geq 1 - (1 - \frac{s}{f})^{m+1},$$

$$P_in(f, m, s) \cdot P_{fp}(f) \leq (1 - \frac{s}{f})^{m+1} \frac{1}{f^2}.$$ 

Let $P'_d(f, m, s, f) = P_{in}(f, m, s) \cdot P_{fp}(f)$. Plugging the above two inequalities into the expression of $P_d(f, m, s, f)$, we derive Formula 7 and prove Theorem 3.

To satisfy required false negative rate $\alpha$ and false positive rate $\beta$, from Theorem 3 follows easily Corollary 2.

Corollary 2: Given an f-slotted frame and the tolerance number m of cloned IDs, when GREAT detects an existing cloning attack by verifying the first $s_{\text{max}}$ slots and reframing collision slots with the reframing size $f_{\text{min}}$ to satisfy a false negative rate $\alpha$ and a false positive rate $\beta$, the detection accuracy $P_d(f, m, s_{\text{max}}, f_{\text{min}})$ is lower bounded as

$$P_d(f, m, s_{\text{max}}, f_{\text{min}}) \geq 1 - \alpha + \varphi(\alpha, \beta),$$

where $\varphi(\alpha, \beta) = P'_d(f, m, s_{\text{max}}, f_{\text{min}})$ and $0 \leq \varphi(\alpha, \beta) \leq \alpha \beta$.

E. Execution Time

As we will show, the expected execution time of GREAT is upper bounded by a function of ID cardinality $n$. Although GREAT does not require $n$ to be known, system managers or whoever adopt GREAT and know the value of $n$ can benefit from the expected execution time upper bound. A possible benefit is, for example, to facilitate scheduling multiple tag monitoring operations [32], [38], [39], [40], [41].

Theorem 4: Given the ID cardinality n, the frame size f, the number of slots s in the f-slotted frame GREAT verifies, and the reframing size $f_r$, the expected execution time of GREAT $E[T(n, f, s, f_r)]$ is upper bounded as

$$E[T(n, f, s, f_r)] \leq \frac{nsf}{f} t_e + \left(\frac{nsf}{f} + s\right) t_c,$$

where $t_e$ denotes the time to detect an empty slot, and $t_c$ denotes the time to detect a collision slot.

Proof: When GREAT verifies only the first s slots in the f-slotted frame, we expect $\frac{s}{f} n$ IDs in s slots. To detect cloned IDs among these $\frac{s}{f} n$ IDs, GREAT takes the maximum execution time when it verifies all $\frac{s}{f} n$ IDs, in two cases. The first case is when there is no cloned ID among the $\frac{s}{f} n$ ones.

The second case is when there is only one cloned ID among the $\frac{s}{f} n$ IDs but the cloned ID is the $\frac{s}{f} n$th one for GREAT to verify.

The proof turns to finding the maximum time for GREAT to verify all $\frac{s}{f} n$ IDs. By the GREAT design (Section IV-A), GREAT normally ends empty and singleton slots, and further reframes collision slots. The maximum number of collision slots to reframe thus yields the maximum execution time for $\frac{s}{f} n$ IDs to yield the maximum number of collision slots, there should be no singleton slot among the s ones. The proof turns to making IDs in each collision slot to yield the maximum number of collision slots to reframe. Let $s_c$ denote the number of collision slots in the s ones. Given $n_j$ IDs in a collision slot, where $0 \leq j \leq s_c - 1$ and $\sum_{j=0}^{s_c-1} n_j = \frac{s}{f} n$, the maximum time for reconciling it occurs when there are only two non-empty slots under 1-bit responses and there are one singleton slot and one collision slot with $n_j - 1$ IDs under 10-bit responses. The same scenario applies to reframing the collision slot with $n_j - 1$ IDs, that is, there are two non-empty slots under 1-bit
responses and there are one single slot and one collision slot with \((n_j - 1) - 1\) IDs under 10-bit responses. Following this recursion, we conclude that it maximally takes \(n_j(t_e + t_c)\) to reconcile a collision caused by \(n_j\) IDs. Combining \(s_c\) taken by \(s\) slots, we have

\[
E[T(n, f, s, f_i)] \leq st_c + \sum_{j=0}^{s_i-1} n_j f_i(t_e + t_c) \\
= st_c + \frac{s}{f} n f_i(t_e + t_c) \\
= n s f_i \frac{t_e}{f} + \left(\frac{ns f_i}{f} + s\right) t_c.
\]

From Theorems 1, 2, and 4 follows easily the following Corollary 3.

**Corollary 3**: Given the ID cardinality \(n\), the tolerance number \(m\) of cloned IDs, and the frame size \(f\), to satisfy a false negative rate \(\alpha\) and a false positive rate \(\beta\), the expected execution time of GREAT \(E[T(n, f, m, \alpha, \beta)]\) is upper bounded as the following:

\[
E[T(n, f, m, \alpha, \beta)] \leq \frac{ns_{\max} f_{\min} t_e}{f} + \left(\frac{ns_{\max} f_{\min}}{f} + s_{\max}\right) t_c,
\]

where \(s_{\max} = \lceil (1 - \alpha - \frac{1}{n}) f \rceil\), \(f_{\min} = \lceil \beta^{-\frac{1}{2}} \rceil\), \(t_e\) denotes the time to detect an empty slot, and \(t_c\) denotes the time to detect a singleton or a collision slot.

**F. Limitation: Generating Tag Profiles**

A potential limitation of GREAT is that several runs of GREAT with a tag may generate the tag’s profile. Specifically, a tag profile consists of a series of vectors comprising frame size \(f_i\), random seed \(r_i\), and slot index \(h(f_i, r_i, ID)\) corresponding to the \(i\)th frame. Tag profiles may be exploited to track certain behaviors of tagged objects. The reader can thus leverage tag profiles to monitor tags of interest without using exact tag IDs. If, however, manipulated by malicious readers, tag profiles may indirectly reveal some sensitive information of tagged objects (e.g., locations inferred from where tag profiles are extracted). Against this challenging issue, we can resort to a pioneer proposal in [42]. For conciseness, we (1) emphasize here the primary finding that the proposal in [42] can detect and jam signals from unauthorized readers without interfering the communication between reliable readers and tags, and (2) refer interested readers to [42] for more advanced details.

**V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION**

In this section, we evaluate the performance of GREAT through simulations. Since GREAT is, to the best of our knowledge, the first protocol for cloning attack detection in anonymous RFID systems, we conduct simulations with no comparison other. Simulation results show that GREAT can detect cloning attacks in an anonymous RFID system fairly fast with required accuracy. When, for example, six cloned IDs hide among 50,000 tag IDs, GREAT can detect the cloning attack in only 75.5 seconds with probability at least 0.99.

**A. Environment Configuration**

We simulate the anonymous RFID system defined in Section II: An RFID reader and many tags, including genuine tags and cloned tags, communicate via a single channel, using a power level high enough to drown background noise [11], [26], [32]. This scenario is not that complex but general enough for us to acquire insights for cloning attack detection in anonymous RFID systems and to validate the proposed detection protocol. Scenarios of our future interest are, for example, with channel errors, multiple readers, multiple channels, or multiple subsystems for accommodating all tags [31], [43].

The primary performance metric is the execution time of GREAT for satisfying required detection accuracy. Slot timings are set according to the Philips I-CODE specification [6]: A reader requires \(t_e = 0.4\) ms to detect an empty slot or a non-empty slot, and \(t_e = 0.8\) ms to detect a singleton slot or a collision slot. Detection accuracy, by Corollary 2, is lower bounded by a function of false negative rate \(\alpha\) and false positive rate \(\beta\), \(1 - \alpha + \phi(\alpha, \beta)\), where \(0 \leq \phi(\alpha, \beta) \leq \alpha\beta\). Therefore, given required false negative rate \(\alpha\), GREAT is expected to detect the cloning attack with accuracy no less than \(1 - \alpha\). The maximum number \(s_{\max}\) of slots in an \(f\)-slotted frame to verify for satisfying \(\alpha\) and the minimum reframing size \(f_{\min}\) to reframe collision slots for satisfying \(\beta\) are determined by Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, respectively. As shown in Figure 4(a), \(s_{\max}\) is equal to \(f\) for \(\alpha = 0\) and decreases with both \(\alpha\) and tolerance number \(m\) of cloned IDs for \(0 < \alpha \leq 1\). Figure 4(b) plots \(f_{\min}\) with varying \(\beta\); \(f_{\min} = 32\) is enough for GREAT to satisfy \(\beta = 0.001\). It is worth mentioning that in Figure 4(b) the fat segments are due to overlapping circles. We sample the false positive rate \(\beta\) with a relatively high density so that interested readers can easily capture the varying trend of the initial statistics.

**B. Varying Frame Size \(f\)**

We first investigate the impact of frame size \(f\) on the execution time of GREAT. Figure 5(a) shows the results under scenarios with false negative rate \(\alpha = 0\), false positive rate \(\beta = 0.001\), \(m + 1 = 1\) cloned IDs, and ID cardinality \(n = 1,000, 1,500,\) and \(2,000\). An interesting finding is that, given a certain \(n\), the execution time of GREAT is not a monotonically increasing function of \(f\). As \(f\) increases, the
execution time first decreases and then increases, approaching the minimum at \( f \approx 6n \). Such variation of the execution time is essentially related to the variation of the numbers of empty, singleton, and collision slots. Intuitively, as \( f \) increases, the number of empty slots increases, the number of singleton slots increases up to \( n-(m+1) = n-1 \), while the number of collision slots decreases down to \( m+1 = 1 \). By the GREAT design (Section IV-A), collision slot reframing makes a collision slot take more time than does an empty or a single slot. The execution time of GREAT thus decreases if the time reduction by collision slots exceeds the time increase by empty and singleton slots, and increases otherwise.

C. Varying Tolerance Number \( m \) of Cloned IDs

We now investigate the impact of tolerance number \( m \) of cloned IDs on the execution time of GREAT. Figure 5(b) shows the results under scenarios with false negative rate \( \alpha = 0.001 \), false positive rate \( \beta = 0.001 \), ID cardinality \( n = 2,000 \), and \( m+1 = 2, 6, \) and 11 cloned IDs. An obvious observation on the results is that, when \( m > 0 \), the execution time varies following the same trend as when \( m = 0 \) (Figure 5(a)) with varying \( f \). As \( f \) increases, the execution time first decreases and then increases, approaching the minimum at \( f \approx 6n \). Another observation on the results is that a higher \( m \) yields faster detection. The execution time of GREAT depends on how many slots among \( f \) ones to verify. By Theorem 1, given certain \( \alpha \) and \( f \), the maximum number of slots to verify is \( s_{\text{max}} = \left\lceil \left(1 - \frac{\alpha}{m+1}\right)f \right\rceil \) and decreases with \( m \); so the execution time decreases with \( m \).

D. Varying ID Cardinality \( n \)

We further evaluate the execution time of GREAT in larger anonymous RFID systems with ID cardinality \( n = 5,000 \) to 50,000. For ease of presentation, we report the results under scenarios only when frame size \( f = 6n \) in Tables I and II. Table I reports the execution time with false negative rate \( \alpha = 0.001 \), false positive rate \( \beta = 0.001 \) and varying tolerance number \( m \) of cloned IDs. Given a certain \( m \), the execution time increases with \( n \); given a certain \( n \), the execution time decreases with \( m \). Table II reports the execution time with \( \beta = 0.001 \) and varying \( \alpha \). Given a certain \( \alpha \), the execution time increases with \( n \); given a certain \( n \), the execution time decreases with \( \alpha \). In summary, (1) given certain \( \alpha \) and \( m \), the execution time increases with \( n \); and (2) given a certain \( n \), higher \( \alpha \) and \( m \) yield faster detection.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have studied cloning attack detection in anonymous RFID systems. To enable and secure privacy-sensitive applications in anonymous RFID systems, we cannot simply turn to existing cloning attack detection protocols that require the knowledge of tag IDs. We therefore tackle cloning attack detection in anonymous RFID systems without requiring tag IDs as a priori and propose a pioneer protocol. The proposed protocol leverages unreconciled collisions to uncover cloning attacks. Simulation results show that the proposed protocol can detect cloning attacks in anonymous RFID systems fairly fast with required accuracy. Future work lies in error correction coding against channel errors [31] and adaptation of the proposed protocol to multi-reader, multi-channel, or multi-subsystem scenarios [43]. Of conceivable challenge is the adaptation to multi-reader scenarios. As when multiple readers are necessary for monitoring tags, it is possible that no reader covers some cloned tag(s) and corresponding genuine tag(s) in its communication region. If this is the case, readers may hardly find any reconciled collision and therefore the proposed protocol fails to detect cloning attacks. Further efforts are thus dedicated primarily to cloning attack detection in multi-reader anonymous RFID systems.
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